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Summary: Everyone expects Hiccup to be the next chief, but what if
that's what Ruffnut wants to be? Determined as always, she won't
won't give up. A tale of dragons, friendship and maybe a little
romance on the side...

    The Future Chief

**A/N: This is my first HTTYD fic. I've seen it twice and figured I
should put my knowledge of Berk to good use!!! Enjoy :)**

* * *

><p>Welcome to Berk. The first Viking village where women were
treated as equals to men. Well... They would be. As soon as Ruffnut
was chief.<p>

Ever since the dragons and Vikings came together because of Hiccup,
everyone was saying that he was going to be the next chief. Just
because he was the "dragon whisperer", it didn't mean that he had the
ability to lead the tribe. Ruffnut on the other hand, may seem like
an irritating goofball, but she really felt that she had what it
would take to be chief.

* * *

><p>Ruffnut sat up in her bed and stretched lazily. What a good nap,
she thought, quite pleased by fact that her brother, Tuffnut, wasn't
there to argue with her. Nowadays, Tuffnut, Fishlegs and Snotlout
were always out riding their dragons. Ruffnut put on her boots and
stepped outside, looking around at the newly formed Berk. Secretly,
she was so proud of Hiccup and everyone else who helped to make it
this way. But she couldn't tell anybody that, her reputation would
suffer! She took in a deep breath and called for Lumpy, her Gronckle.
Out of the kindness of her heart (or irritation, she wasn't sure),
Ruffnut had said that Tuffnut could have their Zippleback. She



preferred it that way. She was rarely ever alone and savoured each
moment.<p>

Lumpy came flying over and Ruffnut climbed onto her scaly companion,
directing her over towards the far grass fields. Lumpy loved to roll
around in the grass and Ruffnut loved watching. She would lie back on
the soft ground and stare up at the clouds, dreaming of her ideal
future.

One where she was the leader of Berk, respected by all.

* * *

><p><strong>AN: Hope you enjoyed that :) Not sure where this is going
yet, but I'm sure I'll figure something out... Review, pretty
please!**

End
file.


